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MiFID II
transparency data

MiFID II brings in a host of regulatory changes which push previously
opaque markets towards more transparency. Investment firms
are obliged to send their OTC quotes and trades to an APA for
general publication.
Trading venues are required to make certain information public on both a
pre-trade basis (price, depth of trading interests) and post-trade basis (price,
volume, trade time). This will mean operational changes at firms to ensure the
right information is collated and distributed to the appropriate end points.
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Traders and Sales desks will now need
to build strategic plans to embrace
the new transparency brought about
by the increase of order and trade
data. Many of their clients will now
see their entire price and trade data
in the market.
Extra sensitivity and communication
will be needed to explain their rate cards.
There will also be direct implications on
the types of business dealers will undertake
and they will need to be more aware of
competitors’ strategies.
In order to operate successfully in this
environment firms will need access to as
many market data sources and liquidity pools
as possible to evaluate their own strategy.
They will need this data on a real-time basis
with as easy access as possible.

What role will we play?

How we can help

TP ICAP’s Data & Analytics division will be
collating the data on behalf of the 11 MiFID
trading venues that will be operating across
the TP ICAP group.

MiFID II is a market data revolution
Never before will such breadth and depth
of data be available in previously opaque
markets. We are aggregating a diverse set of
data across multiple venues in a single feed.

Our publishing of this data will adhere to the
regulatory requirements and the data will
follow the “Liquidity Thresholds” set by ESMA.
This will be a rich and diverse data set which
will be made available in a machine readable
and human readable format. We will also
disaggregate the data by venue and unbundle
pre-trade and post-trade data.
We will work to distribute data using existing
distribution channels such as direct feeds, our
website and through market data vendors. The
data will represent a broad set of asset classes
and liquidity pool data sourced directly from
our venues.

TP ICAP brings together two of the largest
interdealer brokers in the world
Through our broking businesses, we provide
access to 11 MiFID trading venues operated
across the TP ICAP group and from different
liquidity pools such as CLOB, RFQ, auction and
voice, providing a rich and wide data set which
can be used in many functions.
Recognised and Trusted brands
Pre and post-trade data from TP ICAP
Data & Analytics divisions’ 11 MiFID trading
venues: 5 from ICAP, 5 from Tullett Prebon
and 1 from PVM.
Widest variety of asset classes available
in the market:
• FX including forwards, NDFs and options
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• Broad range of asset classes

• Regulatory compliant publication

• The venues rules engine ensure deferrals/
waivers application

• Best in class regulatory products
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We want to help you with a variety of
MiFID II work flows.

• Multiple sources of liquidity which will
help firms in proving Best Execution.
• Trade surveillance

Enhance trading strategies: Executed price and volume data supports
improved decision making in relation to execution of trades.
Order routing: Attributed quote data and trade data aids identification
of liquidity pools and supports routing decisions.

Risk

A component for the identification of FRTB (Fundamental Review
of the Trading Book) MRFs (Modellable Risk Factors): Support banks
using internal models to conduct their risk factor analysis and identify
which of their risk factors can be classified.
Increased accuracy of broader market risk modelling.

• Improved risk modeling and other regulatory
changes coming such as FRTB
• Significant liquidity data will assist firms
to assess their exposure to the SI regime
• TP ICAP’s Data & Analytics division already
connect to most firms.

• Commodity Derivatives
e.g. Energy commodity futures/forwards,
Oil forwards, Metal commodity options,
Agricultural commodity futures/forwards

The MiFID II offering will be available through
existing distribution channels, ensuring
cost-efficient delivery options.

• Interest Rates Derivatives
e.g. OIS, FRAs, IR Options and IR Swaptions.

Front office

• Order routing and trade execution

Our globally trusted indicative data offering
and the new MiFID II market data will be
complementary to order and trade discovery.

• Securities
e.g. ADRs and Bonds

The new MiFID II market data from our trading
venues may support a range of new user cases

Our unbundled disaggregated data
services will assist with:

• Equity Derivatives
e.g. ETFs, Equity Options and Equity Swaps

• Credit Derivatives
e.g. Index Credit Default Swaps,
Single name Credit Default Swaps (CDS)

Vendors

TP ICAP’s
Data & Analytics division
as a strategic partner
in meeting MiFID II
data demands

TP ICAP
Data & Analytics division

The product will offer pre and post-trade
data in multiple asset classes from across all
of our trading venues. This will include the
mandatory ESMA fields but also have layers
of value-add content to enhance the quality
of our offering.

Compliance

Systematic Internaliser determination: Aggregation of executed
trade data to estimate total market size aids management decision
making and planning in relation to which instruments will be in-scope of
systematic internaliser obligations.
Best Execution.
Trade surveillance.

Back office

Valuations: Real-time executed trade data can be used for
end-of-day / intra-day valuations; delayed data can support
evaluated pricing.
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The drive towards greater transparency

Let us help you keep a clean sheet

The new requirements that have come into effect with MiFID II will drive trading venues
and systematic internalisers to provide a greater level of transparency in what were previously
opaque markets. Markets in asset classes such as FX options, interest rate derivatives, bond
and structured products will now need to make public pre-trade data in liquid instruments
and to publish post-trade data for all in-scope financial instruments.

With Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) and MiFID II, political institutions and regulators have
implemented more stringent rules and requirements around the monitoring of market abuse.
This includes the need to monitor and flag trading behaviour/indicators that may constitute
market abuse. Financial service companies now face a significant cultural and technical shift to
accommodate these new rules and ensure that they are compliant across the organisation.

This greater transparency will help regulators look for signs
of market abuse and allow clients to evaluate their current
mechanisms of price discovery and trade execution.

Transparency - the need for Traders and
Sales desks to adapt
Traders and Sales desks will now need to build strategic plans
to embrace this new transparency, as many of their clients will
now see their entire price and trade data in the market. Extra
sensitivity and communication will be needed to explain
their rate cards and customer polices. There will also be direct
implications on the types of business dealers will undertake
which will also mean that they will need to be more aware of
their competitors’ strategies.
To operate successfully in this environment firms will need
access to as many market data sources and liquidity pools as
possible to evaluate their own strategy, in real-time via a userfriendly platform.

What are we doing to help this?
HowTPmarket
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data on behalf of the 11 venues that are operating across
the TP ICAP group and publishing this data in order to
adhere to the new regulatory requirements. The data
Front
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Securities Markets Authority (ESMA). This will deliver a
rich and diverse data set that will be available in easy to
manage formats suitable for both your systems and your
colleagues’ to analyse. It will be disaggregated by venue
and unbundled into pre and post-trade data.
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This will deliver the broadest set of asset classes and
liquidity pool data from any venue in the market to ensure
our clients can derive greater value from our services and
a truly transparent view of these markets.
Attributed quote and trade data
Order
aids identification of liquidity pools,
routing
supporting order routing decisions.

Risk monitoring and control is being pushed out across businesses in Europe to try to achieve the following high level tasks:

What would trade surveillance look like?
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Aggregation of executed trade
data to estimate total market size,
aids management decision making
and planning in relation to which
instruments will be in-scope for
systematic internaliser obligations.
Providing the data to support your
valuation and end-of-day processes.
Real-time executed trade data can
be used for end-of-day / intra-day
valuations. Delayed data can support
evaluated pricing.
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MiFID II obliges firms to keep records of unexecuted
orders. Many firms do not have the technology stack
to capture this
and will need to undergo
TPinformation
ICAP distribution
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Organised and aggregated order/trade
data from your venues of choice
Bearing in mind these factors and the feedback we
have received directly from our clients, TP ICAP’s
Data & Analytics division offer the following services:
• We provide end-of-day (EOD) files for trading venue
participants for order data across all MiFID II venues
operated by our businesses. This new service captures
orders across Central Limit Order Book (CLOB),
auction, voice and hybrid trading systems.
• We provide EOD files containing clients’ trade data
across all MiFID II venues operated by our businesses.
This covers all trades executed on the venues by
the participant.
• Delivery is simple, we generate files onto an SFTP
server for a client to collect. This allows an aggregated
view of order and trade data.
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Trade and quote data bus

Orders

CSV files

Request
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MTF - Multilateral Trading Facility OTF - Organised Trading Facility

• One off registration to receive data by following day

• Data available via existing
distribution channels, such as direct
feeds and vendor products

• Secure distribution of confidential client information

• Compliant delivery

Get in touch

Get in touch

For further information, please visit our MiFID II pages at: tpicap.com/what-we-do/MiFID-II

For further information, please visit our MiFID II pages at: tpicap.com/what-we-do/MiFID-II

For all data enquiries, contact our data and analytics division on:

For all data enquiries, contact our data and analytics division on:
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best execution and trade surveillance
obligations.
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